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Summary
Life’s disruptions aren’t always about the road we choose, but rather the road less traveled.
We don’t have a GPS for living.
As we are faced with doing more with less, constant pressures, the demands of a 24/7
competitive global marketplace, new technologies to master, and burnout, our minds and
bodies are strained as never before. We need better coping mechanisms. Our current
stressors require a step-by-step process that equips and empowers us with the tools we need
for these times.
If you feel:
• Stress instead of calm
 Distractibility instead of focus
 Overwhelm instead of control
 Busy-ness without fulfillment
 Subjectivity instead of objectivity
 Isolation instead of comradery
It’s time to stop struggling and access the Guru Leader Within!
Susan S. Freeman has spent years working at the highest levels in a wide range of
organizations and industries. She observed that most breakdowns are not solved by working
harder or fixing people. Instead, conscious people learn how to consistently shift the way
they view themselves, remove their own blind spots, and take effective action that creates
incredible results.
Learn this essential approach in her upcoming book, The Guru Leader Within: SelfManagement Through Yogic Wisdom. Here she innovatively blends wisdom from the East
and the West. Her unique approach offers skills that are rarely taught or developed, yet are
easily implemented and proven to work.

Early Endorsements for Guru Leader Within
“In an ever-changing, complex global environment, leaders must be masters of transformation.
This book explores the hidden truths behind what anyone who wishes to influence others with
impact needs

to

know. As

Susan

Freeman

wisely

points

out

in The

Guru

of

Leadership, leaders are responsible for the quality of energy in an organization. Harmony,
cocreation, and impact require leaders who are capable of self-modulation on a deep level.
This book offers a blueprint for such development.
“I’ve known Susan since we attended Columbia Business School together. She, as a
friend, has influenced my perspectives throughout my career. I am so proud she has written
this book to bring her unique perspective and wisdom to a wide audience. When I read it, I
recognized she is offering up a new way of doing business, one that is needed in these times.
Every person who influences and leads others needs to read this book.”
—Masahiko Uotani, President and Group CEO, Shiseido Co. Ltd. (Japan)

“Reading "The Guru of Leadership" is a life-changing experience. This book is such a gift and a
breakthrough addition to the existing leadership literature. As founders and CEO’s, my peers
and I have been focused on traditional leadership teachings, such as how to create good
metrics, brands, and cultures.

We have avoided, to the great detriment of our organizations,

teams and our own growth everything covered in the Guru of Leadership.

Instead of the

traditional leadership books that focus on doing more, working harder, or changing other
people, the Guru of Leadership is like a wise spiritual teacher that helps you discover a new
state of mind.
If I’d read this book earlier in my career and understood how important it was for me to also
address my spirit in order to improve my work, it would have made a dramatic improvement in

my leadership. Although this book uses western language so that it is universally accessible,
it is at its essence a deeply spiritual approach to your personal growth, your level of
consciousness, and developing your inner state as a leader. This book is for individuals who
want to take their organizations to the next level and who are ready to elevate their
consciousness, confront their limitations, and lead happier and more peaceful lives.”
-Elizabeth Dearborn Hughes, co-Founder and CEO, Davis College/Akilah Institute in
Rwanda, a global higher educational institution

“I highly recommend Susan Freeman’s spectacular book The Guru of Leadership. I couldn’t
put it down. This extraordinary exploration of critical leadership competencies offers eastern
tools in western language that every businessperson can relate to and easily apply. As a senior
executive in a large and prominent value-based, member-centric organization, I find clearing my
mind and actively managing my energy to be essential aspects of effectively leading teams and
achieving success.
“In easy-to-digest and compelling language with useful case vignettes, this book
explains both the scientific ‘why’ and the practical ‘how’ of incorporating these relaxation
principles into your day and life. To bring out their best and guide them in fulfilling our mission
of service to the public, I would love for all of our employees to read this work and practice
these techniques. Undoubtedly, those who do will feel less stress, reduce friction in their
working relationships, enhance their creativity, and generate best-in-class outcomes and
results.”
—Marketa Wills, M.D., M.B.A., Chief Medical Officer, Johns Hopkins HealthCare
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Biography
Susan S. Freeman, MBA, PCC, NCC
Professional Executive Coach, Team Coach, Leadership Development,
Author and Speaker
Susan works with Founders, CEO’s and Presidents of high-growth,
entrepreneurial organizations to help them scale in a sustainable
way. Her unique system helps leaders transform themselves from
unconscious reactors to conscious responders— from who they are
not to who they truly are. By doing so, they will access the selfleadership that is already present within. The result is that they can be the change they wish to see.
Her clients value her skill in helping them unlock the root of leadership effectiveness,
connect strategy to execution, and increase trust and collaboration with their teams. She
combines a thorough and practical approach to strategic change and personal growth.
Susan brings to her coaching more than 35 years of corporate, entrepreneurial and nonprofit business management and leadership experience.
Her track record with investor-owned companies reflects success with helping level one
teams reach the next level of growth and profitability. Areas of specialty include: strengths
and challenges of entrepreneurship; connecting strategy and execution; leadership influence
and impact, talent development, performance management, executive presence, effective
communication, succession planning, and more.
Her message has been communicated as a corporate keynote, event speaker, on television,
radio, and as a leadership columnist. She frequently writes on the topic of humanistic
leadership using her innovative system that blends Western strategy and Eastern wisdom to
activate the Guru Leader Within.™ She is a trusted contributor to Thrive Global, Authority
Magazine, Medium, Elephant Journal, Valiant CEO and other national platforms. Her
website blog has been designated a Top 100 Socially Shared Leadership Blog by CMOE.
Susan received her M.B.A. in Marketing from Columbia University and a B.A. in Psychology
from Wellesley College. She is the author of “Step Up Now: 21 Powerful Principles for People
Who Influence Others.” Susan is a Professional Certified Coach with the International Coach
Federation, the world’s largest coaching body. She is a Certified Coach Master Toolkit
Practitioner and Certified Team Coach with the Global Team Coaching Institute.
Susan volunteers to mentor young women leaders locally and globally. She is deeply
involved with Davis College/Akilah Institute in Rwanda to empower young women with the
skills, knowledge and confidence to become leaders. She visited Rwanda as a Leadership
guest lecturer and currently serves on the Global Leadership Council and the Women’s
Leadership Task Force. In Tampa, she has founded or served on several educational boards
at the secondary and university levels.
She lives in Tampa, Fl and outside of Asheville, NC. Rarely a day goes by when she doesn’t
reach for a piece of dark chocolate.
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Speaking Topics
Need an Empowering Speaker for Your Next Corporate Meeting or Training Event?
Susan will give your audience practical, yet inspirational
leadership tools, valuable content, and enough motivation to
get them into action with what they learn.








Inspire, Influence and Impact: Guru Leadership from
the Inside Out
How to Joyfully Access the True Secrets of Influence
and Achieve Breakthrough Results using Yogi Wisdom
The Inside Job of Mindful Leadership
Integrated Leadership: Blending East and West for
Transformation.
Are you an Effective Leader? How to Joyfully Access
the True Secrets of Influence and Achieve
Breakthrough Results.
Are you an Emotionally Competent Leader? The
Inside Job of Leadership

Passion




How to Navigate Change Joyfully
Passion and Purpose: The Tie that Binds
Why Moods and Emotions Should Matter to Leaders

Clarity



Success with Less Stress
The Blueprint for Effective Conversational Architecture

Exceptional Results




Increase Your Capacity for Pressure
Is Your Organization Structure for Success?
Step Up to Sustainable Results
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Speaker Testimonials
ASTD Chapter Meeting, Tampa, FL
Susan exudes the three E’s when she speaks to an audience: ENERGY, ENTHUSIASM, and
EXCITEMENT. Her audience cannot help but be caught up in the energy and excitement
surrounding Susan as she enthusiastically presents her topic. Her presentations are wellprepared and tailored to the individual audience’s interests and career. She can transform an
audiences’ thought process in an hour with her edgy, thought- provoking topic and comments.
She uses statistics to support the thoughts and theories she presents. Making the audience sit
up, take notice, and focus on her ideas. Her blend of Eastern and Western philosophies and
wisdom creates an interesting and diverse presentation that makes the audience think about
the topic long after hearing Susan speak.
Attendees became raving fans: “The topic was interesting and relevant making me want to
explore further”, “Susan’s relaxed and engaging style made it easy for me to pay attention”,
“Interesting engagement techniques”, ‘I will remember the strong centered presence in times of
crisis”, “Applicable to my personal as well as my business life”, “The best program we have
had this year”.
-Stephanie Jones, American Society of Training and Development Suncoast Chapter

Common Language Executive Women’s Series, St. Petersburg, FL
“Susan reminds us to ‘breathe’ – to take that moment to clear our heads in order to be fully
focused on the tasks at hand. How refreshing! While that seems so obvious, how come we
usually forget? This reminder is key to being the best we can be.”
-Debra Kent Faulk, Community Affairs Officer - Greater Gulf Coast Region, Wells Fargo
Social Responsibility Group

Southeastern Entrepreneur Conference, Closing Keynote Speaker
"I truly enjoyed Susan's presentation. Her knowledge on leadership and her explanation of her
powerful leadership principles inspired all of the attendees at the conference. I walked away
not only inspired, but motivated to implement leadership principles and skills in my daily
lifestyle"
-Jasmine Rustogi, Vice President, University of Tampa Entrepreneurs

The Central Exchange, Kansas City, MO.
Building on more than 25 year of executive experience, Susan Freeman has developed a unique
approach to helping people lead with authenticity and power. In a recent presentation at
Central Exchange, she touched on the skills needed to effectively inspire and influence others.
Our audience of professional women appreciated the emphasis Susan placed on the
importance of self-awareness and how each of us, as leaders, can enjoy greater personal
satisfaction in our lives while leading with clarity and passion.
-Noreen Bridges, Director of Programming, The Central Exchange, Kansas City, MO

Working Women of Tampa Bay – Hillsborough Power Lunch
Susan Freeman has a highly interactive style of presenting and takes time to be sure each
audience member is engaged and clear on her message. Susan's philosophy combines aspects
of traditional business practices with untraditional techniques of body awareness to create a
clear awareness of being in the moment. This technique has already allowed me to work
through several business situations to achieve more results and work towards my goals. I
highly recommend her workshops and book Step Up Now.
- Krayl Funch, Owner, Krayl Funch Design and lunch host

Coaching Success Stories: Women in Leadership
Goal: Become a bolder leader
Results: Improved relationships, increased ability to hold difficult conversations, stronger
team capacity, and greater feelings of empowerment
This leader worked in a large, well-known corporation. She had a strong desire to assume
more risk, while developing the capacity to trust her intuition for the sake of becoming more
effective within and outside the organization.
Her coaching focused on helping her develop an increased capacity for boldness. Susan and
her client uncovered new distinctions that revealed new possibilities for action. She and
Susan co-created practical actions and practices to help embed this new learning.
As a result of the coaching, she was able to:
 Significantly improve her relationship with her boss
 Conduct difficult conversations that produced successful outcomes
 Demonstrate increased leadership capacity for her team
 Enjoy her work because she came from a place of empowerment and confidence once
again.
Goal: Clarity when faced with an international relocation
Results: Career progress and personal happiness
This leader was experiencing a major dilemma in her work/life due to the possibility of
relocation to another country in order to continue a romantic relationship. She had always
been very independent and had enjoyed a successful career. This potential move and the
possibility for a serious, committed relationship were creating emotional turmoil. She was in
her late 30’s and the desire for more balance and satisfaction in non work-related aspects of
life was getting stronger.
Her coaching focused on helping her get clear about what she truly wanted. Then she and
Susan explored how her physical and emotional coherence may have been impeding her
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ability to move forward into a new future. The fear of the unknown was arresting, and she
was longing for ways to safely extend herself into this place of possibility.
As a result of coaching, she was able to:
 Advance her career without having to “control” what it looked like at the outset
 Enjoy freedom her from emotional overwhelm
 Make requests of her boss and others at work to move forward in a new way at work
 Create the space for a stable, loving relationship where she can be authentic and
vulnerable.

Managing Workload Pressures
Goal: Reduce overwhelm and burnout
Results: Major life changes and positive outcomes
This leader worked in a demanding healthcare organization and faced significant burnout.
He and Susan co-created actions and practices to help move from the current way of acting
in the world to new possibilities. The client began to experience the positive outcomes that
stemmed from this new capability.
After




coaching this client was able to:
Speak authentic truth in a wide variety of settings
Make effective requests
Learn to choose emotions that supported of goals instead of feeling at the mercy of
feelings
 Make significant life changes to support good health, increased personal leadership
capacity, and greater resilience to career stress

Transition from Technical Leader to CEO
Goal: Prepare a senior level technical leader for senior leadership role
Results: A few months into the engagement he noted: “this is making a significant difference
in the way I communicate, articulate and behave. I’m expanding my capacity in a structured
way. I’m thinking differently. I am really able to focus on others now. I can feel it and it’s
good. This has transformed me as a person. This is awesome stuff.” Moreover, company
revenue increased 40% vs. prior year.
When we began working together, my client had been a CEO less than one year. He had
investors and ambitious goals for the organization, including growing revenue tenfold in five
years. To do this he knew he needed a highly engaged workforce, the right people in the right
roles, and a culture of accountability. He needed to set the company vision and key initiatives
and clearly communicate those.
Moreover, due to the lack of certain key roles being filled in his first year as CEO, his
emphasis had been more tactical than strategic. He wanted this to change. He was in the
process of building his team while also reducing the number of direct reports. He had a
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strong desire to work with an executive coach to learn “how to be a better conductor of the
business so it can really grow.”
Coaching focused on improving self-awareness through a 360-assessment process, creation
of a Leader Dashboard, and learning to communicate simply and powerfully.
While working on strategy and team development, my client enhanced his regular meditation
practice with learning about how his way of being and communication impacted others. As a
result, he reports “a deeper connection with others; by my being relaxed and calm, I’m
assertive and trust opens up.” He practiced this at the time of a major customer visit, and
had great success. He reported you need to create space inside yourself where the customer
can meet you.” He also shared that the ongoing support he receives on increasing his
mindfulness at work has helped him “go from a peak state to a more relaxed, yet focused
state and this has been very helpful.”
After a short coaching engagement, he reported that the groundwork that was done in
coaching “allowed us to come into the new year with clarity.” He stated that he “is listening,
leading and learning in ways he never had before.”

Speaking Engagements and Press


Interview with Authority Magazine – How I Am
Redefining Success Now



Interview with Authority Magazine – Rising Through
Resilience: Susan S. Freeman On The Five Things
You Can Do To Become More Resilient During
Turbulent Times



Article in Thrive Global - Susan Freeman:
“Persistence”



Article in Thrive Global - Susan S. Freeman: “Employees and employers will foster
cultures of life-long learning”



Interview with Authority Magazine - Preparing For The Future Of Work: Author
Susan S Freeman On The Top Five Trends To Watch In The Future Of Work



Interview with Authority Magazine - Power Women: Author Susan Freeman On How
To Successfully Navigate Work, Love and Life As A Powerful Woman



Article in the Business Observer - Leadership coach zeroes in on Zen for clients —
and it works
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Article in Elephant Journal - 5 Surprising Ways to Address an Unhealthy Work-Life
Balance.



Article in the Tampa Bay Business Journal - Guest column: Top five ways to stormproof your leadership



9/21/21 - Valiant CEO - Susan S. Freeman – Professional Executive Coach and
Leadership Development Consultant to Entrepreneurs and Investors



Article in the Vancouver Sun



Article in the Chicago Tribune



Article in the Kansas City Star



Central Exchange A Champion of Women Leaders – Luncheon Speaker – Kansas City,
MO. Video excerpt



Mustang Sallies sponsored by Frameworks of Tampa Bay – Leadership and Influence
are an Inside Job – Tampa, FL.



eWomen Network – “Accelerated Networking” Dinner in
Tampa.



Closing Keynote Speaker at the Southeastern
Entrepreneurship Conference



Working Women of Tampa Bay Hillsborough Power Lunch



Executive Women International, Tampa, FL
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Excerpt: The Power of Stopping

STEP UP NOW

21 Powerful Principles for People Who Influence
Others
How to joyfully create your authentic pathway to influencing
others and getting breakthrough results

by

Susan S. Freeman

What occurred to me after a few moments was that a family of sea lions had been relaxing on the
rocks. After a lengthy and satisfying rest, they began to stretch and play. Because nature had
designed them to be so well camouflaged on the rocks, they truly appeared to be rocks. That is, until
they moved.
They had become one with the structures beneath them. Had I been in a hurry, or on auto-pilot in a
power-walk, or distracted, I would have missed this Moment of The Moving Rocks.
Yet isn’t that what people do a lot? Don’t they rush through the moments of life, often missing the
miracles that unfold? The sea lions taught me the lesson I had gone there to learn. For me, the sea
lions represented the magnificence that happens in every moment when time stops and true
presence is our experience.
What and who might the sea lions be in your life?
This simple question has the power to change your life. In order to influence others, you simply
must be present. Without presence there is only automatic, reflexive thought and action. New
possibilities are unlikely to emerge. To create, there must be presence. To relate, there must be
presence. To care, there must be presence.
So it follows that “presence” is a gift to open right NOW.

Action: Developing Presence
1. Commit to an exercise of stopping for just a few moments several times a day. Sit or stand tall.
Take several deep breaths and close your eyes. Try focusing on your senses other than sight.
o What do you hear when you stop?
o What do you smell when you stop?
o What do you feel when you stop?
o What sensations do you notice in your body?
Just simply notice and create awareness of the benefit of stopping, even if just for three minutes
at first.
2. Then challenge yourself to longer and more frequent “stopping moments.”
o What were you able to observe during these longer periods?
o Write in your journal about what you noticed and experienced.
What did this exercise reveal that you may have been missing?
Did the sea lions in your life move?
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Press Release

Executive Coach’s Book Teaches Transformational Leadership
by Integrating Mind, Body and Emotions
Susan Freeman’s Step Up Now: 21 Powerful Principles for People Who Influence Others
available now on Amazon.com
Susan Freeman, an experienced executive success strategist, today announced the release of
her new book, Step Up Now: 21 Powerful Principles for People Who Influence Others. The book
provides the tools necessary for leaders to joyfully create their authentic pathway to
influencing others and getting breakthrough results.
“I am very excited about the launch of my book, which includes tools and lessons I have
developed from more than 25 years of my experience in corporate strategic marketing and
organizational leadership,” said Freeman. “In Step Up Now, I show leaders how to break
through their barriers to create extraordinary professional and personal results. This book
will help them excavate the brilliant, knowing leader hiding inside, so they can transform
their most difficult challenges into soul-satisfying solutions.”
Step Up Now was written to benefit a variety of people to whom others are looking for
leadership – whether they work in a large corporation, in their own small business, or in a
non-profit organization. Freeman offers guidance to help every leader achieve:








Easier conversations with people that matter, even when those conversations are
difficult
Quicker, more sustainable results from the strategies you implement
Happier relationships with people at work and in your personal life
Stronger communication skills so that you can make effective requests and create
powerful results
Faster, clearer decision-making so that you can stop feeling paralyzed by all the
decisions you have to make
Deeper confidence in your power to overcome the obstacles that you face….and those
you can’t even see yet
Greater personal satisfaction so that you can stop feeling exhausted, overwhelmed,
and frustrated by all the demands of your career and your personal life.

Studies show that only 15 percent of career success comes from knowledge and skills, while
85 percent comes from emotional factors, feelings, attitudes and beliefs. Step Up Now
focuses on this 85 percent, weaving through the mind, body and emotions, where leadership
lives. Through integrating western corporate and entrepreneurial work experience with
ancient eastern wisdom traditions, Susan Freeman helps her clients achieve breakthrough
results by combining the rigors of diverse business expertise with presence, creativity and
intuition.
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To Book Susan Freeman:
Contact: susan@susansfreeman.com
813-962-0042

http://www.linkedin.com/in/susansfreeman
https://twitter.com/susansfreeman
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